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_.· · :t _did ~t · kncM what the Indian Point arrested at Wian ~int for civil .diso-
Nuclear PcMer Plant was the first t.:irre I bedience during a WESPAC - sponsored 
saw it. I was ·driving north .on_ route 9W Hiroshima Day dem:mstration on August 6 1 
and so had a spectacular view of t:tte ·'f::w::) 1979. She consequently spent several 
~ 330-fE:;et high 9-ares _and the CClTpJ,.ex sur~" . days in jail. Needless to scr:J, suzanne 
roundiri.g them fran across the, river; knows a lot about Indian Point. During 
thmgh I ~ew a nuclear plant existed on our visit, she asked the nDst knowledg-
the Hudson at 'about. that point, my~- ab.le and penetrating questions, and best 
ledge of-what one looked like consisted rna.naqed to pin dcMn our guide when he was 
solely of the funnel ~shaped containm:mt be;!ing evasive (say, 80% of the t:l_rre) • 
buildings that Three Mile Island rrade All told, we spent . an hour and _ half 
- faiious to the world. But these bear no in the Indian Point· Carplexlmder guid-
resemblance to the contai.rtrcBlts at :rndian ance of one Bob ~ley, woo introduced 
Point. Even so, whether I knew -~t the himself as the Head of Education for 
structure was or not, :i: was awe-struck by Indian Point (read: Chief· PR m;mJ • 
it. Frightened, perhaps, is the YK)rd; During that tiire we were not allCMe<;l tD 
_ the Indian Poirit plant does not have the venture into the plant. itself, as was to 
. look about of sarething t.hB.t is_ WJrk.i.t}g be ~t;ed; instead, we stayed in the 
- 'for the good of mankind._ When I found Visitors Center, a large multi-level 
- out . whcit those masses of concrete actual~ - bm.lding perched on a hillside overlook-
ly ~,·I v.ould point then out to . ing the plant to the west. The Center 
friends of mine as we drove. past. I w.a,s was, at rrost~ 100 yards from the fence 
surprised at how . many had a similar react-. SU+ro~g the plant. r.bst of the plant 
ian tQ mine. I r:1ever expected tbat I "fclS visible both frctt\ the glass-:-Walled 
- would want to have less them. the Hudson in~ior and the outdoor Visitors 1 Plaza 
separating rre fran Indian Point. . · . . (cXiltplete with rrounted telescopes po!nt- . 
-I :raTEinbered this feeling on Mi;lrqh ing at the ItO$t "irrportant" parts of the 
19 when the guard. at the gate waved · - -·· plant) . The ~rgency Diesel Generator 
myself and rrw ccmPanions iriside. The - l-IOUSiTigs (reputed by -the UCS to provide 
gatehouse was hidden fran the plant by inadequate protection for the Q.iesels) 
. a low hill; as W'2 cane near the -crest, were not visible fran the concourse; nor 
I 'WOridered what the -plant w:>uld actua:L- · \'Jere they visible from the large bl\le- · . 
. ly loqk like f;ran such a close proxim:- • print on the wall inside. The dares of.-
i ty. W:.>uld it be even rrore forbidding Units 2 and 3, trough, were visible; _ you 
than it looked fran across the river? can't igrnre a 330-foe>t concrete struct-
. WJu.J_d the' sight qf people actuall~' in . ure ~t rese:nbles a missile silo. These 
· and around the plant make it seen less loaning -i:ronstrosi ties made the law -dorre -
fea.rsare? Should I WJr:cy arout expos- of Unit 1, for awhile rrore d3ngerous than 
ing myself to raqiat:lpn at tl:le_~plant? . the other_ 0..0 put together, seem insig--
"W:>uld I actually be able to see any- -nificant. (During the oourse of the 
. thing worfu..lhile around .th~ ~plaQe? . . interview, EOb Hea:t-ey _asserted that 
Then ..;. over the crest of tbe hill, into these d:::tres, with their 4~ feet thick 
· a ':inassiV-e parking 'rot alm:i_st filled · reinfprced concrete walls, WJuld with-
with. th::lt1San¢ls of cars. And beyond that- .-~taiid ~ythl.rig .sho~ pf a direct bit· 
··bUt I . get ahead of _rrw5el~. · · . . by a nuclear l:anb - . including a 727 
- • My ~ in visiting Indian Point ·_ jet ~a.Shfug into one. Hlmm ••• ) 
was_ fo~ateq after. several nights of . . 'iA perspn ~iving ever:j miny.te at the 
. poui'ing over anti-nuclear material provid- 1xrundarY of one of our licensed pcMer 
ed by the SHAD AUia:rlce, WESPAC
1 
and the Plmlts~ drinking the discharged water, 
Union of cOncerned Scientists 1 three breat.hillg the air, and eating the fish 
· citizens-actiop groups that are actively f.r:an the Slme- water, would have to re.;. 
pressing for the shu-t:ckMn of the Incli.an -mafu there tmre than 200 years to get Point_ Plant. . I Wan~ to see the ottier .. the same radiation eJqX)Sure effect as 
side qf the problem. Plus, I s.itrply muld result fran a single chest X-ray~' 
wanted td have. a. lo6k ins:Lef:e a nucl,ear _ .. -Plaque in Indian Point Visitor 1 s 
pcMer plant; the fact . that this plant was ·. Center citr>ting farner U.S. Atanic 
one th.<it ·.upset so many ~"ie oniy iil- -'Energy Ccmnissioner Charles . larson 
creased my curiosity. . I reallyhave to admire Ibb a:ru.ey. 
My cx:rrpanians on the trip were an ·ne ··aoes his -job well. of· a:rurse, to be 
interesting-triO. '!here was Joseph spokeSlMll to the public for one of the 
Klauber, our driver; wto, ~it seared,· was rrost,;.;:atta.Gked pieces of property in the 
nore curious than concerned and di.dn1·t cxn:tttb:y one cannot be a fool; one has 
say rrruch during our tirre at· the plant; .. to :be tact:Etil, skiiled at ~rldng one's 
· Gabriell,e ~eldrnan, our poot.ographer; and an~s into the framework of the a:rn-
Suzatme LaMt.miere, one of 214 people cont. on page ·2 
I'NDIAN POINT . ~nt. from page 1 ultility that has to pay a 40% sales tax on fuel. New York politicians have 
found that Con Ed is a very. convenient 
way to collect taxes. ~en you get your 
. bill", roughly 27% are taxes hidden in 
it. So while it looks like Con Ed is 
the bad guy, it's actually taxes. 
CL: Is another reason the ~sive 
Insurance r~tes you pay? Sa:rething like 
$86 million a year? (Iwas way off - -
I.P. pays $800,000 a year in premiums, 
. still the highest paid by any_ nuclear 
station in the_ cormtry. ) 
BH: (Blankly) I'm not sure. It ~uld 
make sense, since ~ 're in such a dense-
ly populated _ area. 
- CL: Could you look that up for rre? 
.BH: Yes, later. (Again, he didn 1 t. } -
SL: Indian Po.int also has a high aced-
dent rate CCJTq?ared to the rest of tba 
nuclear industcy. It seans to rre that 
that has saoothirig to do with the oon-
stant increase :in electricity rates. 
BH: Indian Point saves noney. Smce 1972 
Unit 2 has paid for _itself nore than 3 · 
t:i.tres over. '!his is the nost econanic 
electricity in our system. 
SL: That doesn't answer my question, : ::_· about accidents and lnw t.bey affect--
:·.~·PanY palicy wi~ being. a ~t,·- pol- used in New York City and ~stchester BH: No, yott changed - deferred your 
~- - -·ite yet firin about not answering load- _County; based on present oil prices, question. . 
·(~ qu~stions; _anct -~ive wi-t:.OOut le::- _ 2 cmd 3 save custarers a yearly average SL: Since it seems tha.t whatever goes ~i ting the questioner knc:M they are bemg of $600,000,000.00). . On inside the plant that involves ris.;., .,:: -:evaded. In other ~rqs, one must have ~= But Con Ed has sare of the highest ing cpsts does get passed on to the ;-the-- skiU of a Ibn Nessen. -Mrlle Ibb · electric rates in the a:runtry. cust:arer I \\'Ould assune that a high ac-~ t Healey couldn't quite ~e it to the .. BH: Yeah. cident rate ~uld also have scroothing 
-~-~ te Holl$e -yet,aoother a:mple of _yeB.r~ SL: W911, why is that? to oo with an increase-
_:--~of practiCe at Indian Point might make. _BH: .Mos:t of our generation is oil~fired. BH: I don't know what you rooan by a 
:;-him a likely candidate for the job. He _. un:lt 2, which is the only nuclear sta""" "high accident rate". According to wJ:nn ;_was srocx:>th .wi.thout _being oily, helpful _ tion ~ CMn, represents abo1,1t 16% of do -we ha:ve one? 
/jdtlnut ~in9' too infonnative _{75% of '"· our · power output. Oil has c;pne fran SL: 1\cc:x:)rding to information fn:m r.bbil->.';t;he things he _ said could have been . __ $2.80 a barrel in 1973 to $40 a barrel ization for Survival, which inres fran-
. · ~learned by readmg one of' the info~-- . today. NeM York City has the rrost strin- a variety of sources. It 1 s a carrpara-. : ~:tion boc?klets a~labl~ at tre doqr:); _ _ gent air <Xlntrol requiremants in __ the _ _ tive thirig to tha rest of the_-.industry. - - - ~ "at _an age estimated by us _in his ear~y u.s.: Cbn Ed is required by law to burn BH: High Accident Rate - it depends on · ~' thirties, marriE:rl witmut chi7.dren, _nat- oil with a sulfur oontent of 3/10 of 1 .Wfiat you're defining as an accident • 
. ': tily at:t!red witmut being ~ssed, percent. '!hat kind of oil isn't avail- N::M there are what are called 11Licen-}-.l;le .waS the vrary picture of a b~~gh"t; . ablE;! dcrrestically - the only place we see Events". When SHAD and ~"ESPAC had -::"YQurig rran qw.te sure of his capabilitj..es cab get it is rrostly fran OPOC, where a dennnstration here a couple of years 
-:- ~_:$0. in a posi t:f,.on that sui ted him per- we have to pay a lot for it. You' 11 !X)- ago, that was an "Event", sarething ._ ~ect.ly. ~twas hcU:d not to like h.i}n. tice that when Unit 2 goes down for re~ that has to be reported to the NRC. 
~r -rn fact, it wasn't until we were ~d- fueling there is a sub~tantial rise in What's interesting is that they'll put .:en oorth on Poute _9 that I realizect ·: r~tes because we tave to make up for that d:Mn as being an "aecident". In . ·what a ~bal s~ he had given us. that missing p:Mer with our oil-fired any case, a Licensee Event Report is 
. ·.,:-_ {, ' L ·. Suz c · L i · - lf · ~ stations. I don't Jm:Jw off-hand what sacething that the people fran WESPAC -... S • • :~:-s arme' . • • s rcyse -- ' that cx:mes dorm to per custaner per and SHAD probably mean by "accident" • -. J:3.Ho: _ is Mr. Healey~ m:mth And- they'll thin 1..~,_ Indian , . _  ~ , saysare g.J..I\.e 
<:·~ ' __ · · , · . .. -.. ..· · -~ CL: W:>uld you look that up please? Point had 246 LERs in five years of ~-. ·-. m: Unit 1 is <:>fficially retired. It Is BH: Sure. (He neVer did) • By the way I I operation and it sounds really oorren-
;. ·been ,.used,. and i~ still being ~ed ~ a - still haven • t finished answering your dous. But arrong th:::>se I.E:G are things :.~:-resecirch facility. '!here is Re~. question. Arx>ther big part is taxes. like satel:ody tri};:Ped and sprained his .:--~ Developrent_ ~~that goes on J..n -. Con Ed, by a factor of 2 to 10 tines,' . ankle or all different things like that. :::-!here, a lot of .it in oo-ordinatiQn_ ~th pays higher taxes than any other ma.jor 
_ ":-·:t;:Pe Departnent. of Energy, related not till in the u s · .,._ the onl · ":'Qrily to nlicl,ear· but_ to canventiOI}al u ty · • r«:: are . Y 
· • ·tDssU -~1 energy. 
::;sr::-- '1he reactor in Unit 1 has ~t 1Jee]l 
·.§·Clecxmtaminated. since it was shut down, 
··zight? ' r . . . . . . . ' 
:; ~BH: '!he plant hasn 1 t ~ decarmissi~­
.·~  yet.- It• s officially re_tired but !X)t 
:-~·deo:mnissioned. - -
;·CL; · Are there ·an_y plans for decarmis- _ 
· :-'s~ioriing c:.n~g else in the. future? 
]3H: There are plans for deoc::m:niss:f.on;i.ng 
· ~ of these plans are subject tO . 
' Charl.ge as t:J.rie _goes on. rnle laSt I lleard_ 
_-_wa-s -that 'We: - P~ to dea:mnission Unite 
,·-r _anet 2 s:i.n1ultaneously :In 2006, and by . 
dOing the ~ of them together _we -will . . 
· ~ - fit fran -t:l1e OOananics Qf scale. 
~- (Gives stati~tics: Urrlt 2 is much riewer 
.. _· and larger than Unit 1,- Unit 1 made _ 
·: Bl:out eno1X]h eiectricity to . supply ~ne­
(Iuarter of a million people, while Unit 
-2 can supply erie million. Unit 1 was a 
'- ,·.258 negawatt plant, Unit 2 an 865 nega-
- '~ watt pl8nt; Unit 3 ·is practically a . 
-{ clone of Unit 2. Average ootput for 2 
.- _ , and 3 in a_ yeM- ~s 25% of electr~city 
:.~ I -
cont. · on page 7 
... .. ": . : ·· ; _-:- . .;,_. ~,_ ~ 
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When it comes to the transportation of radio-
active materials (RAM}, we should consider that "it 
is not a questio'n cif if; but when, .. - there will be- an 
'accident that results:tn the death of thousands 
of people. One truckload'of spent"fuei rods 
from a n~clear poWer plant contains more radio-
activi.ty thall; was released by the Hiroshima bomb. 
With th~usands -of R~ shipments across the count:i:y 
annually (a~ the saying goes ••• ), accidents will 
happen. ·_ And. they have • 
Granted, the shipment ·of radioactive wastes 
could be conducted safely. The Department of Trans-
. portation ·requires "that reactor ~aste be. moved in . 
carefully regulated 35 ton casks (each costing $1.5 
million) which are leak-proof, cooled by water and 
air (reactor waste' is twice as hot as boiling 
water)and "re~istant to sabotage". Also, drivers 
. ·. '·are supPosed. to be well -trained professionals who 
are able to deal with emergancy situations. Local 
safety officials along the route of transport are 
1 supposed to b_e able to~ facilitate. the proper · 
. handling of ernergancies. But several factors have, 
in th~ past __ , prevented the safe control of RAM 
·.shipments. First, there is the age-old example 
of corporate executives virtually sq~ir.ming in_ 
their chairs figuring out ways to cut-- costs. This 
results in the use of low qual~ty shippi~g casks, 
and/or low paid labor~ For example, -in Illinois, 
the bed of a tractor-trailer collapsed under the 
weight of its cargo: ·a cask of nuclear spent-fuel. 
second, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
bas deemed-that it is in the "i:t)terest" of:nation-
~1 security that information· abo~t-RAM shipments 
-:be kept secret in order to prevent possible sabo-
_tage. Unfortunately this often includes the very 
'officials that ought-to be notified ~f the route 
of RAM sgipments. · 
. NYPiaG (New York Public Interest Research 
Group) has :r;~ce~tly conducted surveys and interV-iews 
of local safety officials in Central New York. 
These local officials are critical to maintaining 
safety and in theory are' the first-line of defense 
_against critical accidents. 24 out-of 31 surveyed 
were not aware that radioactive waste wo~la be 
. ~pass:i.;g· through.thedr assigned' ~egion, much _less the 
timing and ·route of the shipments_. This situation 
is indi~ativ~ of the negligence on the'part'bf bat3 
the nuclear industry and 'the' f'ederal agencies invol-
ved"in regulating RAM shipments. A 1979 report of 
the GeneraJ_ Accounting Office- (a congres-sional watc:h-
dog) stated tha: "Federal agencies responsible for 
~he safe tran~port of radioactive materials have 
;nqt d'eveloped and 'enforced policies which adequately 
protect· the public from radiation ••• •i As a result, 
there have been several near disasters on our high-
ways. ,·'Iri 1:~77, lo:ooopounds of uranium concentrate 
' {yellowc~ke) spilled over a 5,000 suare foot area 
in coiotaao:· Neither the-driver of t-he shipment, 
north~ State Police, nor firefighters·at.the scene 
~ere tr.aln~·a_ ln dealing with RAM"-emergencies. The 
decontamination of"t~e area was delayed for three 
day.s· while' the ;-egulatory authorities argued about 
~ whose' respon:~dbllity it was to. clean up·' the mess~ 
Al~o in 1977-, a train derailed near -Rockingham, 
North Carolina carrying uraniUm herafloride. The 
train caught on fire, burning for eight hours while 
• 
Anne Lintner 
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the local fire department, Army personel and radio-
logical teams disagreed ~bout whether or not a 
r~diati9n hazard-existed. · 
These examples are not isolated incidents. 
A Dept. of ·Tr~nsportation report states that between 
197l·and 1979 there were (only) 463 "incidents" re-
ported involving RAMs. Of these, 323 were highway 
accidents; 275 of the accidents were classified as 
minor, and -!dae to improperly prepared shipments." 
The others were more severe, involving accidents re-
sulting in packages of RAM burned, thrown from the 
vehicle, or rolled by the vehicle. Who knows, there 
may qave been more: if you were.part of a nuclear · 
power industry, would you report a fuck-up if you 
·didn't have to? Human life is threatened at all 
stages in the production of nuclear energy, from the 
mining of the uranium to' th~ storage of spent-fuel. 
Far too often, the nuclear industries have effective-
ly sup,Eres_sed common knowledge about the dangers of 
nuclear power. This has got to stop. 
A·good example of the complications involved 
in the shipment of RAM is the case of Virginia Elec-
tric Power Company CVEPCO) and the faulty Westing-
house Steam generator tubes. Westinghouse produced 
steam generator tubes for 22 pressurized water reac-
tors across the country. The steam tubes are corrod-
ing, cracking and denting due to low quality metal 
and improper welding. VEPCO purchased several of 
these tubes and has discarded at least nine of them. 
The problem is where do you put a piece of metal 16 
feet wide and 4o feet long that weighs 220 tons and' 
is "gushing radioactivity"? Most of the faulty tubes 
are "resealed and stored permanently in concrete 
'mausoleums' at site". But VEPCO plans to ship one 
generator to Hanford, Washington (a permanent waste 
storage site) to investigate the causes of the de-
fects. Here's the catch: the Dept. of Transportation 
require,S' that the package be wrapped securely and 
that the radiation extending six feet from an ''open 
transport vehicle" be limited to 10 millirerns an hour. 
To avoid these stringent rules and expenses, VEPCO 
will ship the cargo via barge, down the east coast, 
through the Panama Canal and up to Washington state, 
. all under the auspices of the Department of Energy. 
.The cargo will be wrapped with only a tarp aroung it, 
and with tWo parallel concrete walls at the side 
that are one foot thick, twenty feet high and fifty 
feet.long (serving as a "shadow shielding"), although 
the radiation will be four times as strong_at the 
front where there is no shield. The Dept. of Energy 
claims that there will be "no negligable results" 
from this shipment. · 
-The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is a warn~ 
ing that the time is "four minutes to midnight" 
(according to their "doomsday clock") and ticking .. 
If the negligence on the part of the nuclear indust-
ries continue, then thiG clock may become irreversable. 
There are things that we as voting citizens can do to 
stop the clock. Over o'I1e hundred communities have 
already outlawed the transportation of RAM within 
their municipal l±mits. This has caused the nuclear 
industries time and trouble in driving way out of the 
way to deliver its hot cargo. Maybe they will begin 
to see the need for responsible form of nuclear waste 
management. Or, maybe citizen pressure can make the 
nuG::lear industry cease to be profitable.... e 
. . 
West Valley: A Challenge 
reprinted from .the s;IERRA CLUB radio_activ:e waste.campaign 
f~ct sh~et 
Silos dot . th~ rolling· open farm~and. Geurnsey cows 
graze next to spx:ing-:fed brooks.. Turn a corner and the 
past~rai :scene dissol~es. A cyclone fence confronts 
the eye. Beyond is the hum of elctricity. Pipes burp 
-steam. Cranes stand abandoned. like frozen dinosaurs. 
· Her~ is _the Lov~ Canal of the nuclear industry--West 
Valley. . ~ 
Once the darling -of Governor Nelson Rockefeller's 
eye, Wes~ Valley is now one of the most deadly concen-
t,r.ations· o~ radioactive waste in _the Northeast. west 
valley' is only 35 miles south of Buffalo and Lake Erie, 
the. drinking water supply for 11 million people . West 
-Vail~y i$ an accident _ wait~g to happen. 
· But once Wes~ Vall~y was the dream~f the nuclear 
industry. The .piant wo~ld reprocess nucle~r f~e1 
thereby Providing .the supPOsed answer to uran1.um short-
:ages anmt~t · ~ucl~ar reactor production of 30 tons of 
high level radioactive waste in the form of spent 
·fuel. · 
<. Back in 1963 1 who cot;ld be against .a reprocessing, 
. plant whic~ promised an ~conc-ic boon to a depressed 
rural area? The idea was simple. The long rods con-
taining enric;hed w;:anium pellets that· serve as reactor 
__ fuel would . be processed. First, the long rods would 
be mechanically chopped up into one-inch pieces, then 
the pieces Would be put through a series of chemical 
baths which would _permit .the extracting of plutonium 
and the uranium. These el~ents would then be re-used 
in reactors. Left would be a nasty wixches brew of 
liquid radioactive waste that would have to be dis-
posed of _somewhere--but, back in ]963, nobody was 
l thinking clearly about tha-t:. 
. And again; in.l981, politicians are trying tore-
vive the reprocessing dream. Citizens will have to 
re·-educate policymakers regarding the high occupa-
tional exposures and ~xcessive radiation releases td 
the environment which have occurred in commercial 
rep~ocessing • . And policy.makers will have to learn the 
material recovered, uranium .and plutonium, is more 
· expensive than natural uranium • . 
- ·Afte-r plant operations began in l~66, the ~echno­
iogica~ qream of reprocessing .Proke down. Equ~pment 
-- breakdowns were chronic. A;tl clean-up and contami-
nation work at the facility had to be done manually 
insteaq of by remote contr~l. Unexpected fires broke 
out in work areas. The ~1ighly flammable zirconium 
fines left over afte~ the chopping up of nuclear 
fuel rods spontaneously ignit~d. Workers at West 
Valley recei~ed the same amount of radiation that 
4000.workers at Hanford did in 33 years! 
~he Rockefeller interests, finding the plant unpro- _ 
~e o~ten target the innate beauty of our environ-
ment: Trees, flowers, grass, leaves and mud. Life's 
creations are there for our enjoyment free of charge. 
However, because people don't understand, cannot 
break out of the thought patterns o~ the power con-
trol groups, they are unable to come to terms with 
the personal and humanitarian issues of enviro~ental 
safety and control. I often wonder why it is that such · 
simple pleasures as nature mu$t give way to the ugli-
ness of population explosion-concentrated -,taste and 
pollution. One answer I have found to solving the 
the question of destruction of· ·our earth has been · 
the teachings of Guri Bani Sadre Hambleton and Krishna 
Joshua Ostrovsky. These wi~e souls have helped me 
repudiate my Marxist erientation, a philosophy which 
glorifies technology and, thus. enviro~ntal des-
truction. JOshua and Bani together are an immense 
spiritual force that must be tapped by every member 
of this college. ~ey argue that it is not capitalism 
and the profit motive, vague impersonal forces in the 
economy, which cause the destruction of the earth. 
Rather, it is at the lev~l of conciousness and under-
· standing which produces the problems we see in·Indiaft 
Point. We must attempt to reach out to the rich 
bankers and owners of Indian Point and persuade 
them of the better way and vision. Love and truth 
are there for the asking; we must glorify the naked 
tree and the hearth of holiness! ~lease, we must 
understand ~d glorify the beauty of understanding 
and the spi~ituality of simple trees. There is no 
more ttme for conflicts! We must rejoice about our 
truth-potentials for holiness. God be saved, truth 
of dogma. Karma is the Joshua-Bani fusion. Amen. 
Jonathan M. Feldman 
fitable, sold it to the Getty Oil Company, which let 
. the lease terminate in December 1980 with respon~i­
bility for perpetual care of the facility turned over 
to the state and its taxpayers. The clean-up price 
tag for the entire site may go over $1 billion. Getty 
Oil, under legislation signed by ex-President Carter, 
is responsible for only 10% of the costs. 
The toxic ~terial at the West Valley site is in 
both liquid and solid form. It is found in underground 
tanks, in a burial ground, in a spent fuel pool and 
in the ab~ndoned reprocessing building itself • . 
The liquid material is a toxic stew of 560,00 gal-
lons of cesium, strontium_, plutonium and other extremely 
. hazardous radioactive isotopes. The liquid brew is so 
hot that it is close to boiling--]90 F. This stmmer-
ing, steaming liquid sits in an enormous pancake-
shaped carbon steel pan that is 25 feet high and 75 
feet ac-ross .. The tank sits in a pan, which, in turn, 
sits inside a concrete vault with walls three feet 
thick. The vault is buried eight feet underground. 
out of sight, but not out of mind. 
The•carbon steel tank has an expected lifetime of 
perhaps 26 more years •. Similar tanks at Hanford; Wash-
~gton a~d Savannah, South Carolina have leaked after 
only three years. ~he radioactive material inside.the 
tank will be toxic for thousands of years • 
Nobody knows what to do if and when a leak does 
occur in the tank. Nobody can predict when a leak will 
occur. Originally, the concept was·· that a leak would 
be caught in the five-foot high pan in which the tank 
sits. But, in December 1.978, a routine c~heck revealed 
that the pan had a leak. Nobody knows ~;nat caused the 
leak or how to repair it. But now if this toxic mat-
erial seeps out of the tank, it will drip directly 
into the vault and contaminate .the concrete. 
The NRC, DOE and ~~s claim that if this materia~ ~ver 
reached the so~l, it would move incredibly slowly--
mflli-met~rs per year. Similar promises were made at 
Maxey Flats, a burial ground in Kentucky. The operat-
ors and the Atomic Energy Energy Commission claimed 
that the burial ground would retain all of the plu-
tonium for its 240,000-year hazardous life and that _ 
the migration of other radionuclides would be limited 
to centimeters or at most a meter or so each year. 
Yet, in just one decade, plutonium was found hundreds 
of meters from the burial ground and tritium, a radio-
active form of hydrogen, was found hundreds of meters 
from the burial ground and triti~, a radioactive 
form of hydrogen, was found in streams up to ~ 
miles away. The burial ground has since been closed. 
It is important to note that the industry argument 
regarding West Valley is that its contaminated build~ 
ings, unstable burial ground and corroding tanks is an 
anomaly. It will never happen again. The future(looked 
at through the industry's rose-colored glasses} will 
be different, brighter. Citizens must remember that 
the record is as poor at dozens of neglected uranium 
mill - tailing sites, at abandoned Manhattan Project 
waste dumps, at Three Mile Island; and every nuclear 
reactor, itself, is becoming a similar radioactive 
waste monument. A legacy that will last for thousands 
of years, long past the life of concrete, past the 
lifetime of corporate polluters, past the lifetime of 
most governments. No state is collecting funds in the 
state treasury for perpetual maintenance. Further gen-
erations are being mortgaged for the short sighted 
benefit of a few corporations. A few short years of 
electricity are p~ucing an infinity of West Valleys. 
~ 
NATIONAL LABOR CONFERENCE FOR SAFE ENERGY . ; , . . . 
AND FUL.L EMPLOYMENT 
( . ' 
· RESOLUTION NO. 1 
. . J . . ~ .. 
AN. EDUCATION/ACTION PRoGRAM FOR A SAFE ENERGYJFULL 
EMPLOyt.!ENT S~IETY, sub,ni.tted by- . 
The Sponso~s of the· FJrst National Labor Conference 
For ~afe E~ergy and Full Employment - - . . ~ . ·, ' 
I INTRoDUCTlON 
. ~.:.Sen.triU~n~ . in the labo:r; move,me~t in . support of 
/~afe en~rgy and against nuclea~ power is rapidly 
/ / grd~ing. This is reflected by the large number of 
·<;mti;.,nuclear resolut,i.ons adoJ?.ted by international 
unions as well as by regions, districts and local 
un~ons, and-by the broad sponsorship ~f this First 
National Labor C~nference for Safe Energy and Full 
Emplo~ent ~ - . . .. . 
The extremely serious problems associated with 
the use of nuclear power are increasingly recognized. 
These _include: the potential _catastrophic effects of 
nuclear accic1ents; the harm caused by _even "low" 
levels of radi~tion; .the inability of the nuclear 
industry or the federal government to dispose safely 
of radioactive was~es; the virtual impossibility of 
mass' evacuations from ~reas ~round nuclear facili-
ties; 'sky:t'ocketing costs of nuclear construction; 
and the~uncertainties and high costs involved in 
"decormnissioning" retired reactor~;. It is also clear 
that safe alternatives to nficlear-generated electricity 
exist: coal--mined s_afely and bur_ned cleanly--; the 
many solar . technolog-ies; and improved energy efficien-
~ies. The economy can be fueled with adequate supplies 
of safe, affordable energy without further dependence 
on nucle"ar power plants. · 
The nuciear industry and many of its s~J!orters 
in·government seem determined to ~pose.on the nation 
an expand~d nuclear future, whether the Affierican peo-
?le like it or not. Employers engage in job black-
. ma~l, and hAia~s workers who voice skepticism 
about nuclear power -or organize on behalf of alterna-
·tives. c 'l.'he _Kerr· Mc.G~~ Company's r~lentl~ss hounding · 
, .of Kc:tren Silkwoo~, a i'lu91:ear wo~ker al}d q member of 
the Oil; chemical and ~tomic workers u~i9~, AFL-CIO, 
who was kiiled on November ~3( 1974, under most sus-
picious circumstances whil~ trying to bring to light 
the Company' s sc.andalous records .of handling radio-
active materials, is welldocumented. 
Nucle~r energy~ heavily subsidized by govern-
~ent, absorbs billions of taxpayer and investment 
dollars and robs the nation of some of its best 
engi~eers and workers. It is hardly the ~deal solu-
tion to the nation's ~employment problems. The min-
ing of coal, development and installation of solar 
systems, retrofitting of building and privatehousing 
to make them more energy e~ficient, the construction 
of energy-saving mass t~ansit,' the revitaliz~tion 
of our rail sy~tem--ali of these would provide mill-
ions and mjilions of jobs. 
The facts ~re cl~ar. We need an educational 
p~ogram to counter the propaganda of the nuclear 
industry_and ·to inform working people about the ~vail­
ability of alternate safe energy sources and the jobs 
they will create. ~e~ with this information, the 
tabor m~veinebt. will demonstrate that it has "t:he power, 
the numbers, the organization and the know-how to out 
this country on a safe energy anq full employment 
path. 
II ~ PROGRAM .. Of .ACTIQN 
The corif~?~~~~ ''urge~· trade . unio~ists to: 
1.~ cond.~~t ed.uca~ional'-activities among co-workers,_ 
w~th wiqesEread distribution of information on nuclear 
powE!r a'i}Ci "safe, economical alternatives; . 
2. ~is~ - -~n~~gy a:nd emplpyment issues at all levels 
.of the labor ~vement; introduce resolutions committ- . 
:l,.ng unions to ·fight for safa" energy and fu-11 employ- · 
ment poiicies, ·and against further dependence upon 
nu.clear powe:J:;'7 · ""' .,!' · . • • 
3 • " Establish. ·safe'·' energy cotmni ttees within local 
unions~ ·-·*.;.,s· weli 'as at state, -district, regional and 
~nte~n~tio,~~l~j.~ve}s; , . . ,_ · 
4. Organize regional sa~e energy/full employment 
conferences, and sim:lla.t_' educ~t.iJ.,on~l/organizing 
. ' . . - ... · .·• .•- . . ' , ... ·~· '" . . ' . '., events; . · . · 
s. ~Pa~ticipate .in area anti-nuclear ,eoa}itions and 
urge · tJie - ~sta:biishment of lal:)or task forces in those 
coalitions where they _do not already exist. 
6. Forge -links with women and minority groqps, as 
weli as farmers and all other progressive _sectors of 
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society, in a united struggle for a safe energy/fu11 
·employment future~ 
7. Learn from the experiences of trade unionists in 
other coun~ries involved· for . the f.ight in. safe ener-
gy, and from the leading role the American labor 
movement has played in progressive social and eQo~-
. nomic struggles of past periods.; 
8. · Support the Labor Committee for Safe Energy and 
Full Employment; build it as a clearinghouse for 
anti-nuclear trade unionists and as a supplier of 
educational materials; 
9. Explore ways of expanding public, democratic 
control over energy resources and .utilities; 
10. Urge unions to gain more control over pension 
funds to ensure t~at these funds are invested in 
safe energy techpologists which will provide union 
jobs; 
11. Demand that workplace radiation exposures for 
nuclear workers be reduced to qne-tenth their present 
levels, as recommeded by physicians and scientists 
who are conce.rned about workers' safety; 
12. oemand that no worke~ in the nuclear industry lose 
his or her job in the trans~t~on away from nuclear 
power. Such workers must be guaranteed alternative 
employment at union wag~s with no interruption in 
income; 
13. Support anti-nuclear referenda in local and state 
elections; 
14. As a central, "nation-wide focus for anti-nuclear 
trade unionists, during the period of November 8-16, 
1980, build united actions in coalition with the rest 
of the anti-nuclear moveme~t, observing the death of 
sister Karen Silkwood. Such activities should be in 
the form of .rallies, demonstrations, mass meetings or 
other appropriate observances. e 
~ 
.What is spent fuel 
.:._ and what are we 
· going to do with it? 
reprinted from Citizer. News; Mew York Public Interest 
~search Group Vol. 3, No. ~2 April-May 1980 
At fuel fabrication plants~ enriched uranium 
is £ormed intp cy~indrical pe~~ets about a half-inc~ 
in diameter, which are loadea into thin metal rods. 
OVer 10 mil.lion of these pellets go into fuel assembly 
rods _of one nuclear reactor core. 
. lt is ~within_this reactor core that the control~ 
led chain reaction of atom splitting takes place, 
producing heat _ to boil water and create steam to turn 
g~ant electricity-generating turbines. 
About once a year_, the reactor core is opened 
for refueling. A third of the "spent" fuel rods are 
removed and should be pTaced in a cooling pool for 
about nine months before they can be transported. 
Even then, spent fuel is thou~ands of times more 
radioactive than fresh fuel. Some of its elements 
are foreign to nature and are now the deadliest mater-
ials known to science. · They have to be isolated from 
~h-~ biosphere for. about 25.0, 000 years before they can 
. b~ safely expos~(}. , _,__ 
. . "oV-er' two . thousand metric tons of th"is spent fuel 
. ·are,being produced each year. Currently, only a small 
part of it leaves the reactor sites, including that 
which is shipped to Savannah River, South Carolina 
_for govermne~t reprocessing research. The rest is 
stored at the nu~lea~power plants themselves. 
S_ince a n~er of the sites are already storing more 
spent fuel ass~lies that they were designed to_con-
ta~n, however, the utility companies are intensifying 
their pus~ fo~ ~emporary and permanent away-from-
reactor storage facilities (w~ioh,of cou~se, will 
mean_ a~ increasing amount of spent fuel traveling on 
h~gh~ys)-: 
A permanent, safe solution for radioactive waste 
storage does not exist. The government has considered 
a number of schemes, mpst of which have been rejected. 
Among -t;:hem . are "extrater:r;"estrial elimination" (shoot-
ing it into space), "ice-sheet disposal" (glacial 
burial\, ocean dumping, and "deep geological isola- ·c. 
tion"--simply burying the waste in a rock medium like 
clay, shale, crystal ~ock, or salt. e 
A PLAGUE IN SLOW MOTION 
"A plagu~ in slow motion .... This grim assessment, 
•Qpoken by pUblic advocate Maurice Hinchey, reflects 
'a gr6~in'g con~ern about the p~olifera,tion of ha~ard~ 
ous industri~l ·waste. 
Since Worlq War II, some 4,000,000 new chemic~ls 
have 'been introduced for.the production of consumer 
goods worLdwtd~. And because of prohLbit~ve costs, 
te-sting to d~termine the long..:range e.ffects. is vir-
tually non-existent. Industry and co~suiners, j..n a 
.prolonged spell of a~rogant it1difference ant'l igno- , 
rahce, have disposed Qf these wastes largely through 
haphazard and potentially 'lethal methods. One of th~ 
~ost notorious .exarnpl~s is tJ:e.dumping of nearly' 37 
.milliOn gallons of radioactive waste ~rom the A-Bomb 
project near Tonawanqa, NY • 
. while atomic waste provides activists with their 
most celebrated cause, the inor~inate production and 
disposal of other hazardpus ,chemical· 'wastes co:r;:ttinues 
unabated--'. P.rivate industr:y in New. York state aione 
annually produces nearly, 1.0. ~"million g~llons of 
·these wastes. It is estimated that nearly 50% of 
"these wastes "disappear" illegally. In one recent 
case·a New York contractor dlsposed of PCB wastes 
by dumping them along stretches of N~~th carolina 
highways. Other chemical contaminants end up in the 
water supply, causing R~arly §00 wells in the New 
York Metropolitan area to be clo;ed tn the last 
three years •. Aqui.fiers, long considere_d to be a pris-
tin.e source of wat.er, are no longer pure. Our soc.i,ety, 
with an abundance. of petroleum-based chemicals, has 
opened a Pandora's box and "nobody knows exactly . 
What the risk is o II c 
The New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation, recognizing the problem, has p~oposed 
for priv.ate,. industry the ~stcililishrnent of a large 
regional high-technology hazardous_waste disposal 
facility on a parcel of state land.(The Ward Manor 
-~ands were briefly considered ·as a site.} 
Yet, as Richard Booth rec~ntly noted, this is 
.only a.n interim solution • .J:.h.e· urtima:t.e s.orut.ion 
- lies in 'the r;duction of the- volume of hazardous 
waste. This can only be accomplished through fin-
, ancial-technical incentives that encourage, and . 
regulations that reg:uire, industries to reduce haz-
,. ardous. waste production. Ansi that involves mor~ 
than lone legislator proposing a bill. It involves 
·the re-tooling of a callous, efficiency driven 
value syst.em. • , . 
"MY FATHEI? PA~6ED IT ON TO ME, 50 I GUE55 1 'LL AAVE: TO PA~'5 
lT ON TO YOU AND YoUlL HAVE To PAu5 IT ON To You~ K\Du. 
WHO WILL PA55 lT ON TO. THEiR KID.f>. WHO W\LL ... " 
I am embarrassed·about our residual political 
naivete and frightened by its necessary consequence--
political impotence. Our concerns are private, self-
. enciosed. Anything not touched by the brush of per-
.sonal concern, private goals and desires, is remote. 
Unreal. And.certa~ly less important. This indiffer-
ence, born of selfisp concern, is, in this modern 
society, laden witn~he introduction of nearly four 
million new chemicals since World War II with un-
known lon9-rC!,nge effects, deadly •. - Yes, in the arena 
of Technik we are indeed modern, but we~have yet 
to develop_the moral apparatus to accompany~this~ 
progreas~ This, of course, is an old theme, harrun-. -
. eJ;"ed upo~ the anvils. cf Faulkner, Steinbeck, and 
other~, but some cliches are eternal truths rather 
tha.n hollow _phr~ses. 
Scientific expertise, as inscrutable as the ut-
terings of priests in former ages, is harnessed to • 
th~ aims of corp~rati~ns.· Thr aim of the cornorat-
ion, Mobil notwithstanding, is the d~struction of 
a cpmm~nal,' thus ~onc~rted and other-oriented mor-
alitY· .Joe buys the royal :Qlue Cadillac with. the 
red rims and,!:he white carpet·becal\se you can bet 
an hourrs wages that John, the neighbo~, ain't got 
no such thing. And if he dQn't, it ain't got no-
thing to.do.with the fact that Joe does. Sb there. 
Thus, the Gentral Marxist concern,,the fragmen~ 
tation_Qf.the co~un~ty, fostered by the capita-
list ~ode of e9onomic;:s, emerges as a plausible 
__ though somewhat didactic, explanation for the 
tragedy o~ Lqv~ Canal, the alarming increase in 
.water contamination, and the a·ccompanying callous-
ness of corporations and government. But in many, 
includd.ng myself, these phenomena produce a slight 
uncomfort~ility, and perhaps a momentary sympathy, 
but never a sustained empathy that could transform 
itself into political action. One must think, for 
maximum efficiency in the attention to one's self, 
that somehow the .Love Canal victimscwere not so 
innocent, though they are; that the cynical dump-
ing Qf 37 million gallons of radioactive wastes 
near Tonawanda, NY(Linde Company official: "It is 
considered .impossible to· aeter:mine the course of 
sub~~rranean $treams and therefo~, the r~spo~2-
bility of .contamination could· not be fixed·.") was 
an isolated incident rather than a reflection of 
nationwide indus:t:rial practice. 
The . clamoring ,the: rattling of· political armor 
begins only when the sanctity of one's priv.ate abode 
appears threatened. "I don't care what you do as long 
as it don't affect me." America suffers. Political 
vision, never extending peyond the scope of "I•, 
becomes apolitical, inert. • 
Think Twice: 
The National Council of teachers of English 
has presented its annual doublespeak award to 
the Metropolitan Edison Co., operator of the 
Three Mile Island nuclear plant, for coining 
such terms as "energetic disassembly" (explosion), 
''rapid oxidization" (fire), and "normal aberration" 
(reactor accident). 
-The Progressive-
With this special addition, THE BARD OBSERVER is 
changing hands once again. We of the OBSERVER 
staff welcome Mark Ebner as the new editor-in-
chief. May his satirical skills serve him well. 
This issue, and all that it stands for, I 
dedicate to the Bard Solidarity group. Since 
the formation of the Solidarity group, we have 
tried to create an alternative means of explor-
ing issues such as "POLLUTION PROBLEMS" out-
side of the classroom situation. We have tried 
to work with other Solidarity ~roups in order 
to further. the goals of People's struggles. 
The People united will never be defeated~ 
I hope that the Solidarity group shall carry 
on next year stronger than ever. May the spirit 
of Crazy Horse and Bobby Garcia be with you. 
ShAl~, ~~e Lintner 
-, 
Expanded Evoiution:_ 
How to survive 
without struggJ_inq ~-
Rad;ioactivity is one of the more active and ex-
pans~onary life force& in a very con~~ious way. Man no 
longer has control over the weapons systems which he 
has p'\lil t. These _ ha_v~. a life an8 con~ciousnE;!ss of -. 
If we really understand Darwin's the~ries, then 
we know ' th~ ~urvival of the fittest applies- not simpl,y--
to animal- and vegetable li-fe on earth> b~t to all I ! £e-
_fo:r:ms in th~ uni._vers~. We must eXpand our _ ~o~ception 
of the universe and t~e struggle for survi~ai .in it. -_ 
There are ~normous disa~ers in s~ore for earth. 
_ th~ir own now. · They will detonate themselves. We must 
begin immediately to attempt to regain control Over 
these - ~ystems. We m~st declare the start- of the dis-
-- arm~ent race. Before it's too _late. 
· · I~ we fail to do this the atomic apocalypse 
' will happen soon. It will be painful and quick. 
It will wlpe out hum~nity. Forever. -
The most likely is nuclear war. - · · - -
- :People iiV:ing ~ear atomic plants and waste si.tes 
' . : - -Physically we can't adapt fast enough. We must 
- are peing eiposed t,o radiation in a -bizarre' form of -
- - . - . --: - -. - ""'-, - - · - :- - -_ -- . 
use our "wits to defuse the bomb we've built. Or we 
9-te. gone. Zip. · . 
adaptat1.o~n: ip. the ~t_ru~gle; f_or surv~va~ • . The h1.ghest 
levels of P~ant and animal instinct and inte-lligence 
are thus _ ge~fing _ exposure for pla~t and animal life 
so::thatperhaps a few_ may survive _ the blast _and go . 
-oil: -living i.n th~ thoroughly alt~red -wor!d after· the 
. Radioa~tivity will win a big victory over all 
other life forces. Any surviving life forms on earth 
will probably rejoice at the prospects _of being rid of 
humant ty for keeps. _ . 
) 5, 000 H boll!bs now in existence go · off. - -
- It is i~QJ:'lic that people have gathered increasin~J- . 
How can you store or lock -up such a powerful life 
for~~? uranium 238 has a half life of 4,670,00D.bOO 
yea~s. Th~ ·~adi~act+v~ drones are making electricity 
. (they've seduc.ed mankind into an enormously ineffi-ly in cities and lit them up at night so that' most" of 
us no longer see -the stars. Other worlds. Co~~ut~rs 
a~d ~adio pictures tell us ~ut the heavens. We are 
f· __ . ..,. l . .. 
- cient way of boiling water) and H bomb payloads as by-
producb~ in the p~ocess. These become the radioactive 
jet set in the . missile .nose cones, eagerly awaiting 
the .orgy. 
no longer in ·awe. -
With loss of awe c"omes loss of per~pective· and 
· respect. Loss. of hlJ!Ilili ty. Loss of bal~ce. We do 
ncft' know our place_ anymore. We frequently squander 
Man/Womankind is ready to do it. He's/ She's 
going to pull the switch. 
I -th~ r-E;!sources of our home plane~. We l _ay ~w:ast_e and 
pl~ri._ destru~_:tion~ _,9.-nd_ qo!lyince ourselv~s we are doing 
this so a$ to be gooq and go to heaven: 
. Ea~th" is already heaven. .Always was. Always 
will be. With qr without hurnani ty. · -
It's th~ ultimate in stupidity. Each day we 
;pend ·a billion dollars on-war and self-annihilation 
·. in" the . name--o-f defense, and only a few -thousand "on 
peace and survival research. It's the emperor's new 
clothes on a cosmic ievel. It's embarrassing. 
So why do we spend so much time and energy·' creat-
ing in overdose quan:tities the 'failure:-:Qroof means for 
our total self-elimi~ation? - .. ·' · -
'.-
What will_yo'u say when you see that big flash 
on the f'reeway? . 
Becam~e the splitting of. the -atom-has so drasti- -
CCi_ll_y escalated . the level of our- se-1-f-destructive . 
capability, 'it is essential that we escalate our wis-
~om more. We must make a quantum-leap iri our under~ 
- standing of the struggle for survival. It is being 
- · This is -no -jo"ke. - We must laugh at our predica-
ment, eat a quick piece of humble p_ie, then use all 
our toofs, knowledge, common sense, instinct and inge-
nuity "to put all. that concentrated nuclear energy 
we've dug'up; refined, and loaded the missiles with 
at embarrassingly high costs, back where we found it. 
-waged at many lev~is • . The ent.ries ~re not -. iiffiitt~d- to · · · ·u~dergraund. · - · 
members of the plant arid animal kingdoms em earth:- ' And leave it there. • 
INDIAN POINT' 
-; - · ' · : ;.. cont.' from ·page 2 
SL; But wna.t -determines wnat has- to 
be reported and what doesn't? Why 
. would a demonstration that Con Ed 
was \well-informed of be considered 
an accident? 
BH: Well, see~ that-'s what I'm say-
• -ing- is that we don'it ·calf th~m ac-.... 
ci.dents , We call them LER '_ s. Some 
of the gro':lps like WESPAC call_them 
accidents. 
CL: , Are these events determined by 
· NRC regulations? . 
BH: Yeah. The regulations that we 
have to foll~w have gotten to the 
point where you have · to record· just 
abOut ev~rything. 
_CL: Could you say something abo?t 
Robert Pollard, who was the former 
on-site NRC inspector here until 
• 19-76 1 when he quit in- dismay over 
the situation here? 
BH: All I can tell you is that when 
he werit on 60 Min~tes ln 1976 ~nd 
called Indian Point "an accident 
waiting to h~ppen," he was com-
plaining a:pout Unit Two, which he'd 
never been in, was not responsible 
~ for, and th~- complaints are things 
he never had discussed with his s~p­
eriors .' I-'ve-heard things that said 
he wa1s not in good stead with his 
.superiors, but. I rellly don't want 
to speculate on it because I _don't 
know. That's for your interpreta-
tion. What I'm saying is the things 
he mentioned on 60 Minutes, and 
_later in ihe'ucs- petition were 
things · he ha-d never before discus-
• ----- -~ f 
sed. · -
TK: Are you therefore refuting 
them? . 
BH: Yes,I'd refute them. unit Two 
is not an accident waiting to hap-
pen. Let' s put · it another way. ' i 
___: would'- say that if you talk to peo-
ple who work here , nine out of 
- . . . ,. ~~ 
:~·ten would say that they prefer work-
ing here to: any station at the Con 
Ed system. This is, believe it or 
not, considered to be the Shangri-La 
of the system. Most of the people, 
including myself, live within a ten 
mile radius of the plant·. These peo-
- ple have families and they like it 
here. Why? Because it's nice. It's 
clean, there's no smoke, air pollut-
ion. And, believe it or not, be cause 
they actually consider it to be safer 
than one of the ether stations when 
you hear something · like if~ plant. 
melted down~ it would render an area 
the size of Pennsylvania uninhabit- _ 
·able permanently. It's total -garbage. 
Complete and total garbage, alright? 
A gross exaqgf'·-ation of the facts. 
Yoti would need a c~mplete.rupture 
of the c9ntainrnent. We don't believe 
that can happen. 
f!:.: Do you _~agree with the Rasmussen _ 
report on this? · 
BH: I would say that report is in 
line with the risk factors. Indian 
Point is actually by a factor of 1q, 
-safer than the average power plant. 
CL: Factor of 10? 
BH: That means that because we are 
where we ar~ our plant has more 
thin~s like shielding _and safety: 
-systems, etc. , · than the average plant. 
CL: OK,. according to . the UCS there 
are several safety devices not on 
Unit Two that have been put qn Unit 
Three since the NRC looked it over.-
One of them is the Emergency Diesel -
Generator ·:hous;l.ng, which- violates · 
GDC 17. Also, it has inadequate 
Au~iliary Feedwater pumps. 
· BH: Let-.me--let' s see--
CL: Ye_s qr no? . . -
BH: Let's go back~ What you're say-
ing, I know, are statements from Pol-
lard. The containment buildings at 
both plants will withstand a tornado; 
at Unit Three, the entire building 
·will withstand a tornado; at Unit 
Two, the Generator Building will not 
withstand a tornado. 
' - J 
CL: Yeah, well··--the -Emergency Die-
sel Generator--
BH: N,ow, seipmically, the plant is 
~~signed to ~ithstand a 5.5 on the 
Richter scale. That's the whole plant. 
There are certain portions of the 
plant which would withstand something 
a -lot greater than that. Before the 
containment building for Unit Two 
came do~, things like the Empire 
State Building would be falling over. 
CL: The Empire Stat~ Building does 
not have the potential .to spew radio-
active- waste. 
Bh: What ~I'm saying is that if we 
had an earthquake that devastating, 
-I don't think it _would make a hell 
of _a lot of difference. 
CL: I didn't get a satisfactory ans-
wer_ because you answereq about the 
reactor containment. 
BH: Well, you asked about four ques-
tions at once. 
CL: Okay, about the Emergency Diesel 
Gener_ator. You gave me ·the safety 
criterion for the containment. Now--
BH: Tl!~!E! __ • s another difference bet-
ween Unit"- TWo and Three. Unit Two is 
ne~er. Unit Two_is not -required ~o 
have everything that Unit Three has. 
Upon repetition of this question, 
Healey _states that since I am quot-
0 
ing Pollard as my source, he conside rs 
. my question invalid because it is 
_about--Unit Two, and Pollard, he 
claims, was never,invclve&'with that 
unit. The following exchange ensues: 
CL: Tben I'll confine myself to com-
-_men ts _apout Unit_ Three. Accord_ing to 
_r -him, there is inadequate fire pro_-
tection for electrical cables in 
Ul'\it Three. 
BH_; _ I -don't know much about Unit 
Three, to be b mest with you, be-
cause I d,:nt work for PASNY. I know 
Unit Two-~I've not been in Unit Three. 
Thus, effectively putting an end to 
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